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SFTP Guide 
 

In this industry, there are many entities that work together and share large amounts of information amongst 
each other.  Due to the large amounts of data being transferred and the need to get it as fast as possible, the 
SFTP technology is utilized.  Secure File Transfer Protocal.  This document explains these files, the scheduled jobs 
that initiate the interchange and troubleshooting when issues occur. 

 
Index       MCO sFTP Sites: 

Files at a Glance      PBHM \\192.168.165.16\MCS_Folders\1004\ 
         SMC \\192.168.165.16\MCS_Folders\1000\ 
Eligibility Files       ABH \\192.168.165.16\MCS_Folders\1002\ 

       834(IC)/820       SHC        \\192.168.165.16\MCS_Folders\1006\ 
                                                                                        EP          \\192.168.165.16\MCS_Folders\1007\ 

 270/271       
 GEF         
 834 (OG) 
 

Data Export (dump) Files 

 Current Client 
 Authorizations 
 Claims 
 

Data Import Files 
CNDS 
 

CDW (Consumer Data Warehouse) 

 

Claims Processing 

 837 
 RA/835 
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FTP FILE SUMMARY (TOP) 
834 What: A file received from DMA containing eligible consumers for the MCO.  The data in the file will be for 

the next month.   

 How: The file has to be manually moved from the individual MCOs Mailbox at DMA to the \\In\834 folder on 
the AlphaMCS SFTP site.  An AlphaMCS scheduled job runs nightly to find and process any files in this folder.  
The file is then processed (imported) into SQL table tb_ic_834_processing_hdr & tb_ic_834_processing_det 
for MCO reporting.  Once processed the copy is moved to the \\In\834\Archive folder. 

 When: This should occur once per month around the 26th.  MCS process will run nightly looking for these 
files. 

820 What: A file received from DMA containing eligibility payment information for the MCO.  This is the 
counterpart file for the 834 received on the 26th.  The data should match the 834 that was processed 
previously around the 26th. 

 How: The file has to be manually moved from the individual MCOs Mailbox at DMA to the root of the  
\\In\820\ folder on the AlphaMCS SFTP site.  An AlphaMCS scheduled job runs nightly to find and process any 
files in this folder.  The file is then processed (imported) into SQL table tb_ic_820_processing_hdr & 
tb_ic_820_processing_det for MCO reporting.  After the file has been processed, the copy is archived in 
AlphaMCS ftp folder \\In\820\Archive. 

 When: This file should occur once per month around the 6th.  MCS will process this file nightly. 

270 What:  A file created by MCS containing eligibility information for clients that are in the GEF file but not on 
the 834.  This is to support reporting missing payment information to NCTracks and DMA.  This is part of the 
834/820 reconciliation process.   

 How:  This file has to be manually moved from the AlphaMCS SFTP \\out\270 folder on the SFTP site to the 
MCOs mailbox at DMA. 

 When:  The file is expected monthly to coincide with the 834 and 820 processing. This file is produced during 
the processing of the incoming 820.  

271 What: Response file to the 270 

 How:  File transferred from DMA mailbox to the MCO’s AlphaMCS \\IN\271 folder on the SFTP location.  An 
AlphaMCS scheduled job runs nightly to find and process any files in this folder.  The file is then processed 
(imported) into SQL table tb_ic_271_hdr & tb_ic_271_det for MCO reporting.  After the file has been 
processed, the copy is archived in AlphaMCS ftp folder \\In\271\Archive. 

 When: MCS will process the file nightly 

CDW Dump What: MCO periodically can request a data dump from the state CDW system and place all resulting files in 
this folder for processing.  The processing of these files will compare the data at the state with the data in the 
MCS system. 

 How: The files have to be manually downloaded from the state CDW mailbox and unencrypted before placing 
them in this folder.   

 When: MCS will process files in this folder nightly. 

CDW Error What: Error files from CDW submissions.  The processing of these files will populate the CDW error screen in 
MCS.  This will allow the MCO to work the errors and send the corrected data to the state CDW system.   
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 How: The error files have to be manually downloaded from the state CDW mailbox and unencrypted before 
placing them in this folder.   

 When: MCS will process these files nightly.  These files will follow the same timeline as CDW submissions. 

CDW Missing What: CDW missing reports provided by the state.  The processing of these files will ensure that MCS 
includes records from this report where the record exists in MCS but is reported missing by the state.   

 How: The files have to be manually moved from the state CDW mailbox and unencrypted before placing 
them in this folder. 

 When: MCS will process these files nightly. 

GEF What:  A file received from NCTracks that indicates consumer coverage. 

 How:  Sent to MCO FTP site, then we have a scheduled job that picks it up to process. 

 When:  MCO receives it Tues – Sat around 4AM, our job picks it up and processes at 10PM that night. 

 

CNDS What: CNDS file provided by the state. Processing of this file will import cnds numbers for consumers in 
Alpha.  

 How: The files have to be manually placed in the MCO’s IN/CNDS folder on the ftp site. 

 When: MCS will process the file daily (7:15 am) 

 

ELIGIBILITY FILES (TOP) 

Incoming Files 

 

834 (IC) – Incoming file from Medicaid to indicate who is expected to be eligible for Medicaid for the coming 
Month. 

1. Produced by the DMA system based on information entered by the local DSS office. 
a. DSS enrolls Medicaid at the office with an application process. MCOs enroll State only. 

2. Indicates the Medicaid eligible consumer that will be eligible in the upcoming month. 
a. May contain eligibility of client for past month(s) if the eligibility was approved retroactively.  

Client may take several months to be approved and the effective date will be set to the initial 
application date.  MCO can then re-adjudicate claims if they have already started receving them. 

3. File is received on or around the 26th of each month for the upcoming month. 
a. Medicaid eligiblity is generally given one month at a time. 
b. You will also see retro-active entries.   

4. Indicates the program (aid category) and premium amount to be expected. 
a. Review GEF Guide for list of eligible categories on the University. 

5. Also gives the premium they are expected to get.  Consider like an invoice of what is going to be paid. 
 

820 (IC) – Incoming file from Medicaid used for who the payment of the PMPM is for and the month.  Per 
Member per Month.  Like your insurance where you pay a premium every month.  MCOs get a PMPM for 
everyone for that month. 
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1. Produced by DMA system based on information entered by the local DSS office. 
2. Indicates payment of PMPM (per member per month) premium paid to the MCO. 

a. MCO will receive a check around the 2nd or 3rd, and the 820 is the detail pertaining to the check. 
3. Should match 100% to the 834 previously sent. 

a. Changes that occur between the 26th and the 10th (or when the check was written)will be 
reflected in the file. 

4. Received on or around the 10th of each month for the month of the payment. 
5. Used to balance payment of monthly premium to MCO to what was expected and then compared to the 

GEF. 
 (TOP) 

 

270 (OG) - Used to validate eligibility of a consumer for a single day.  Used as a “Spot Check” for a single DOS for 
a single consumer. 

1. Produced by a provider or the MCO to verify eligibility with a payer. 
2. Only one day can be verified at a time. 
3. 5010 format changed rules on matching to allow for a more lenient matching. 
4. If the consumer is known then the reply will be sent with the policy number and a yes or no. 

 

271 (IC) - Response to the 270 inquiry 

1. The 271 is the response to the 270 and is required if the payer accepts a 270. 
2. The 271 includes the policy number, eligibility dates, status (eligible for date requested) and TPL 

information if known. 
3. The 271 only has to include the effective dates that include the day that was requested. 

a. Medicaid may have many eligible date spans that are concurrent that will not be reported. 
 

 
 

**Note: When descrepencies are found in either the 820, 834 or GEF file then a 270 needs to be sent first 
to verify before we report it. 
 
834 are the same format but used for two different purposes (IC/OG), so when someone asks about the 
834 it is important to be clear one which one they are talking about because they have to different 
meanings. 

 

GEF File (IC) – Global Eligibility File  (TOP) 

1. Global Eligibility File is produced by the NCTracks system. 
2. The format of the file is a non-standard file format developed by the state to give daily eligiblity 

information to plan vendors. 
3. The format is a fixed length flat file. 
4. Received Tues – Fri daily.  The MCO receives it around 4AM and we pick it up 10PM that night to 

process. 
5. Includes everyone in the State regardless of coverage area, age, incarceration or eligibility. 

a. Then we parse it out to each MCO DB by county of covereage (Network) and eligibility category  
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6. Main Data Elements 

a. Consumer Name 
b. Address 
c. Medicaid Primary Policy Number 
d. 7 Secondary Policy Numbers 
e. Program Code (Aid Category) 
f. Eligibility Dates (multiple) 
g. Medicaid County of eligibility code 
h. TPL indicator 
i. New NCTRACKS format will include actual TPL information 
j. Guardianship information 
k. PCP information – unfortunately is an internal code only known to the state system. 

 

7. Each MCO started with a master load, then incremental after that. 

a. File contains entire eligibility and does not include what was changed. 
b. MCS will delete the current eligiblity record and replace it with the current eligibility records.  

This is what we were instructed to do by the State. 
 

RECONCILIATION OF THESE FILES  

The MCO is responsible for the reconciliation of the 834 to the 820 and then the 820 to the Global Eligibility file. 

The Global Eligibility file is updated daily with the current eligibility of the consumers in the MCO catchment 
area.  The MCO has to cover the consumer during the eligibility dates and should receive a PMPM. 

Discrepancies occur often due to two main factors: 

1. The 834/820 files are generated from a different system than the GEF file.  There are known update 
issues between these two systems. 

 2. The GEF file is updated daily and the 834/820 are snapshots on a single day. 

(TOP) 

In all instances the GEF file is considered the master record and eligibility is based on the GEF.  The MCO is 
required to send a 270 inquiry on any discrepancies before reporting them to the state. 

834 (OG) – Outgoing file to the State used to enroll/update/delete target populations for consumers receiving 
state services.  Sent 5 days a week. 

1. The MCO must use the 834 EDI transaction set to enroll, update or delete a target population for a 
consumer that is receiving state services. 

2. The MCO must use the same policy number as the policy number that the client has in CDW.  The policy 
number is not the insurance number.  It is the LME (MCO) ID + 6 digit patient ID (client ID in CI). 

3. The MCO must follow all of the Target Population concurrency and date span rules discussed in the 
Target Population Lunch and Learn. 

4. The order of the records sent to the state is extremely important. 
5. Adds must be sent before updates to that record 
6. Deletes must be sent before adds of a conflicting (replacement) record. 

a. There are known issues with the processing in the state system. 
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7. Delete and Updates have to reference the previous target population on file with the state and have the 
correct current effective and end dates. 

8. The response file to the 834 is a non-standard response file generated by the NCTracks system. 
9. The MCO has the ability to mark a record to be sent to the state and the type of record to be sent. 
10. The MCS/CI system will automatically send Additions and Updates based on data entered in the system 

through the STR, Client Update or directly on the client record by the MCO. 
 

HIPAA Transactions Doc:  \\alphadc\shares\Technical Documentation\HIPAA 837, 835, EDI File 
documentation\5010 File Format Documentation 

 

DATE EXPORT FILES 

These files are generated and overwritten nightly to the provider to assist in providing up-to-date information 
on their clients, authorizations and claims.  They are able to download these files from the download Q in the 
provider portal.  These files are Pipe delimited. 

If the provider bills to multiple MCOs, then they will receive a file for each MCO with the MCO’s acronym 
appended as the suffix of the file to determine where it came from. 

Current Client Dump - Contains every client that the provider has had any interaction with in the MCO 
system. 

1. Current_Client_[provider_id]_ALPHAMCS_[MCO].txt 
2. Providers use this as a “Mini GEF” file to see their consumers eligibility. 

a. Includes COB information when providers need to bill TPL/Medicare first. 
3. There is an entry for each insurance record so it is common to see multiple entries for a consumer. 

 

Current Authorization Dump - Contains every current authorization and those that ended in the past 90 
days. 

1. Contains every current authorization and those that ended in the past 90 days 
2. The file contains update date to indicate that a post authorization adjustment has been done and shows 

the reason for the change entered by the MCO. 
3. The file does not show the used units to prevent provider confusion on how many units have been used. 
4. Current_Auths_[provider_id]_ALPHAMCS_[MCO].txt 

 

Claims Dump - Contains every claim entered for the past 1 year. 

1. Every claim instance that has been submitted will be displayed 
2. The file is created nightly and the 1 year is a rolling 1 year 
3. Claims satisfied by a credit memo will show as paid with the paid amount being the sum of the paid 

amount and credit memo applied amount 
4. Status will show approved or denied 
5. It will only show the current status of the claim 
6. It will show multiple day claims as single entries for each date of service in the range. 
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DATA IMPORT FILES 

CNDS – This file contains the CNDS numbers for consumers in MCS.  

1. MCO staff will retrieve the file each week from CCNC. File is produced Adam Holtzman of CN DHHS 
2. Once retrieved staff will place in the IN/CNDS folder 
3. File will have .tab extension and must not be changed.  

 

CDW  FILES 

Consumer Data Warehouse:  The CDW provides information about consumers served through the public 
MH/DD/SAS system. Data includes demographic, clinical, treatment, service and perception of care information.  
The data stored in the CDW is the primary source of information for Mental Health Block Grant (MHBG) and 
Substance Abuse Block Grant (SABG) reporting as well as Legislative requests. 

1. Data is submitted to the CDW by the MCOs.  In addition to the data submitted by MCO’s,  data extracts 
taken from secondary data sources such as IPRS, NC-TOPPS, and Consumer Satisfaction Surveys are now 
being integrated and stored in the CDW. The integration of these new data sources is possible through 
the utilization of the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) Common Name Data Service 
(CNDS). 

 

Key Characteristics 

1. All data must be reported electronically; no paper forms are accepted. 
2. Records with fatal errors will be returned to the MCO electronically and must be resubmitted 

electronically. 
3. Data may be submitted daily, weekly, or monthly. 
4. Data is expected to be updated periodically; it must be sent more frequently than on admission. 
5. Files must be sent in standard Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) format - a single file with multiple 

record types, and should be ordered in the same sequence in which it was transacted. 
6. Data fields may be Mandatory, Required, or Optional. 
7. “Data Dumps” are available upon request. 
8. It is required that all alphanumeric fields be left-justified and padded with spaces to the right.  It is 

required that numeric or integer fields be right-justified with leading zeroes. 
9. All dates must be in the format yyyymmdd - year, month, day 
10. Duplicate records: If an ADD record of any type is received with an MCO number, client number, and 

applicable date e.g. admit date, discharge date, diagnosis effective date matching a record already in the 
database, the record received will be rejected as a duplicate and returned to the MCO. 

11. Client number (pat_id) = Case number 
 

File Structure 

1. A minimum of one file from each LME for each month is expected, however files can be sent on a daily 
basis. 

2. Different types of records within the file have different lengths but, unless otherwise indicated, the 
record length is fixed for a given record type. However, filler at the end of each record is not required. 

3. All records should be separated by a carriage return (HEX 0D).  
4. The records should be sequenced by client number i.e. all record types for one client should be 

together, and in the same order in which the transactions occurred. 
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File Contents in order 

1. Record Name Record No. Transmit Frequency 
2. Header Record 00 Beg of file-Mandatory 
3. Identifying Information 10, 30 Daily-Monthly 
4. Screening Information 71,72,73 Daily-Monthly 
5. Demographics 11, 31, 81 Daily-Monthly 
6. Consumer Episode Completion (Discharge) Details 12, 32, 82 Daily-Monthly 
7. Diagnosis Details 13, 33, 83 Daily-Monthly 
8. Disability Details 14, 34, 84 Daily-Monthly 
9. Special Population Details 15, 35, 85 Daily-Monthly 
10. Risk Factor Details 16, 36, 86 Daily-Monthly 
11. Substance Abuse Details 17, 37, 87 Daily-Monthly 

 

Identifying Record 

1. Mandatory for all new consumers (clients). 
2. Send a record (referred to as the “10 record”): 

a. for each new consumer 
b. when a new identifier is collected or 
c. the existing identifier information is modified 

 
 

Screening Record ( “71 record”) – generated from the STR form: 

1. This record provides screening, triage and descriptive information about consumers. 
2. Mandatory for all persons requesting a new episode of care 
3. Send a record: 

a. When a screening has occurred and the client is not already being served by the LME or 
Contract Provider 

 

Demographic Record ( “11 record”): 

1. This record provides admission and descriptive information about consumers. 
2. Mandatory for all new consumers (clients) who are receiving Crisis Services or are a presumed member 

of a target population 
3. Send a record: 

a. for each new consumer (episode of care) 
b. when new data is collected 
c. when the existing demographic information is modified 
d. when an admission is deleted 

 

Discharge Record (“12 Record”): 

1. This record is mandatory for all consumers who have completed an episode of care (discharged) during 
the reporting period. 

2. Send a record 
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a. When a client completes an episode of care (discharged) during the report period. An episode of 
care is defined by the end of service (60 days uninterrupted time period when there is no 
billable service for the client IPRS or Medicaid), except for the Adult Mental Health Stable 
Recovery Population clients who may experience up to a 365 day break in service before a 
discharge record is required. Substance Abuse client who are identified as appropriate to report 
to the TEDS (Treatment Episodes Data System) will receive particular scrutiny by being identified 
in a tracking report and monitored in the Performance Contract. 

 

Diagnosis Details Record (“13 record”): 

1. This record provides diagnostic information about consumers. 
2. Send a record: 

a. for each new diagnosis identified during the reporting period for each consumer 
b. if the end date is updated for a diagnosis i.e. it is determined that a diagnosis is no longer 

appropriate for a consumer 
c. for clients for whom an IPRS or Medicaid claim cannot be matched 
d. for clients for whom there has been a 60 day break in service (except Adult Mental Health Stable 

Recovery Population) that are still active 
 
 

SA Details Record (“17 record”): 

1. This record provides substance abuse information for all consumers who receive a substance abuse 
service (SA Target Pop Group or SA Principal Diagnosis). It is required within 60 days of beginning date of 
service for clients enrolled in a SA Target Pop Group or SA Principal Diagnosis and it also required when 
a substance abuse client is discharged. 

2. Send a record: 
a. for any new consumer who receives a substance abuse service (SA Target Pop Group or SA 

Principal Diagnosis)  
b. for any new drug of choice identified during the reporting period for each consumer 
c. when the existing substance abuse information is updated 
d. when a record type 12 (Discharge Details) or a record type 18 (Substance Abuse Treatment 

Details) is sent for an SA client. 
 
 

SA Treatment Details Record (“18 Record”): 

1. This record provides substance abuse information for consumers who continue to receive a substance 
abuse service. 

2. Send a record: 
a. If an SA client has been identified as having no billable service in 60 days, but the MCO has 

determined that the client should not be discharged, submission of a Substance Abuse 
Treatment (Movement) Details record (type 18) will identify that the client is still actively 
receiving services. Note: In addition to the substance Abuse Treatment (Movement) Details 
record, a Diagnosis Details (13) and a Substance Abuse (Drug of Choice) Details Record (17) must 
be sent. 

3. Contains data not collected on any form. 
 

CDW Missing Record Reports:  Every month each MCO receives missing record reports. 
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1. These reports indicate records that are missing data either in CDW or in the claims system that indicates 
the MCO is not reporting completely. 

2. The MCO must report every client and their records timely with a 90% threshold. 
3. Non-Compliance on reporting may result in non-payment of state funds to the MCO.  Continued non-

compliance may result in removal of state fund management responsibility. 
 

CDW Dump Files:  The MCO may request, through an automated email process, a data dump. 

1. The dump is a single file per record type 
2. The dump shows all active records in the CDW warehouse 
3. The dump file is to be used to compare what the MCO has in their system to what is in the CDW system. 
a. Allows for correcting (sending updates and deletes) to the CDW system to remain in compliance and 

update data as needed. 
 

CLAIMS PROCESSING (TOP) 

837 – Files submitted and received which is an X12 standard transaction that is utilized to submit healthcare 
claims in a text file for EDI with any payer or clearinghouse.  837 files that are submitted are validated using the 
Faciledi in-stream validation engine.  Validation only validates that the claim is formatted and complete enough 
to be processed.  It does not indicate approval or denial of the claim at this stage. 

1. Institutional (837I) is used for inpatient and residential services (level 2 or higher).  Used instead of UB-
04 paper form 

2. Professional (837P) is used for outpatient and enhanced services that are not bed or dental related.  
Used instead of CMS-1500 paper form.  

3. When a clearing house or provider submits an 837 file, they will receive 4 response files acknowledging 
we received it and able to process (999, 277, Submitter and Velocedi reports) which is transferred to 
their corresponding FTP folder (download Q). 

4. 837 file processing starts at 10PM. (6PM for DDE) 
 

Main claim data elements: 

1. Provider 
a. Billing NPI 
b. Service Facility Location NPI 
c. Rendering NPI 

2. Client  
a. Medicaid/IPRS ID 
b. SSN 
c. Client Last, First and DOB 

3. Service 
4. Diagnosis 
5. Place of Service/Bill Type 
6. Date of Service (date range possible) 
7. Claim Amount 
8. Claim Units 

 
Secondary Elements: 
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1. Billing Taxonomy Code 
2. Rendering Taxonomy Code 
3. Client Address 
4. Site Address 

a. Specifically zip+4 
5. Coordination of Benefits (level of claim) 

a. TPL Name 
b. TPL Amount 
c. TPL Reason 

6. ISN number (replacement reference number) 
7. Admission Date (inpatient and residential claims) 
8. Internal control numbers 

 
(TOP) 
 

RA/835 – The 835 and RA is the response of claims submitted and processes over a checkwrite period.  You can 
think of it as a receipt of the services provided and what you’ve been paid for through that period. 
 

Each Check write consists of process days and check write days. 

1. Process days are the time period that the claims are processed and will be included on the current 
check 

2. Check write days are the time period that the checks will be written. 
 

Each check write period will be followed by an RA/835 generation. 

1. The RA is a paper remittance advice that shows the claims that were included on the check and the 
claims denied during the processes days. 

2. The 835 is an EDI file that provides the same information in a machine readable format. 
3. RA/835s are generated and available on the Wednesday after the checkwrite 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 


